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QUESTION PRESENTED 

Under the United States Constitution, the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal 

Protection Clause requires states to practice equal protection under the law. The 

Fourteenth Amendment demands the same of the federal government under the Due 

Process Clause. The questions presented are: 

1. Whether a state high school athletic association’s policy, which prohibits 

transgender students from competing on female athletic teams, violates the 

Equal Protection Clause? 

2. Whether a state high school athletic association’s policy, which prohibits 

transgender students from competing on female athletic teams, violates the Due 

Process Clause?  
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CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED 
 
The Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides: 

No state shall…deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process 

of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 

laws. 

U.S. CONST. amend. XIV. 

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides: 

 No person shall…be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor 

shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation. 

U.S. CONST. amend. V. 
 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 provides: 

 No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation 

in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or 

activity receiving federal financial assistance. 

Education Amendments Act of 1972, 20 U.S.C. §§1681 - 1688 (2018). 

Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes Policy provides:  

(1) “Interscholastic and intramural club athletic teams or sports that are sponsored by a 

public primary or secondary school or institution whose students or teams compete in the 

North Greene High School Athletic Association shall be “expressly designated as one (1) 

of the following based on biological sex: (1) Males, men, or boys; (b) Females, women, 

or girls; or (c) Coed or mixed.”  

(2) “Athletic teams or sports designated for females, women, or girls shall not be open to 

students who are biologically male.” 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes Policy 

 In March of 2020, after hearing from several interested parties, the North Greene High 

School Athletic Association (NGHSAA) Board members voted on an 8-2 vote to enact the Fair 

Opportunity for Women Athletes policy. R. at 5. This policy is an attempt to preserve the gains 

made by biologically female athletes in competitive sport, while also ensuring that biologically 

female athletes are not forced into an unfair competitive disadvantage by competing against 

biologically male athletes. R. at 5. Further, the policy is premised on the fact that there are 

inherent physiological differences between biological males and biological females which results 

in differing athletic skill and ability. R. at 5. The policy states that interscholastic and intramural 

teams or sports facilitated through public schools that compete in the North Greene High School 

Athletic Association shall be “expressly designated as one (1) of the following based on 

biological sex: (a) Males, men, or boys; (b) Females, women, or girls; or (c) Coed or mixed.” R. 

at 5. The policy continues by stating that “athletic teams or sports designated for females, 

women, or girls shall not be open to students who are biologically male.” R. at 5. The policy is 

silent on similar limitations for any individual, regardless of biological sex, who compete on 

teams designated for males.  

Factual Background 

 The case arises from a state’s attempt to safeguard its competitive sports teams from 

unfair advantage between the sexes.  In 2019, North Greene High School allowed transgender 

athletes to compete on teams that correspond to their identified gender instead of their biological 

sex. R. at 4. Specifically, the principal of the school stated the policy was “designed to afford an 

increasing number of transgender students an opportunity to participate in athletics in a manner 
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consistent with their gender identity.” R. at 4. This policy led to the inclusion of Petitioner 

Taylor Powell to the women’s swim team during the fall of 2019. R. at 4. Powell quickly 

excelled, surpassing other long-time competitive swimmers on the women’s team. R. at 4. 

Powell routinely won swim meets against her biologically female competitors, including the 

conference final, where her first-place win qualified her for the women’s swimming state 

championship. R. at 4, 5. This led to many parents, coaches, and swimmers to complain to the 

North Greene High School Athletic Association, who is the governing body for athletics in the 

state. R. at 5. Their complaint asked the NGHSAA Board to adopt a rule forbidding transgender 

women from participating in sports designated for biologically female athletes. During the 

NGHSAA’s 2019-20 swim season, there was no rule that spoke to transgender individuals 

competing on athletic teams. R. at 5. 

 In response, the NGHSAA took statements from stakeholders in the community, 

including many written arguments on both sides of the issue. R. at 5. Ultimately, the board voted 

8-2 to adopt a policy against the inclusion of transgender female athletes in teams and 

competitions specifically designated to biologically female athletes. R. at 5. Board members 

expressed their support for the argument that this policy would safeguard the progress and 

opportunity for biologically female athletes in the competitive athletic world. R. at 5. This 

resulted in Powell being barred from competition in accordance with her gender identity for the 

2020-21 year. R. at 6. 

Procedural History 

 Petitioner Powell filed a formal complaint against the NGHSAA in the United States 

District Court for the Eastern District of North Greene. R. at 6. Petitioner sought declaratory and 

injunctive relief. R. at 6. In her complaint, Petitioner alleged violations of the Equal Protection 
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and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. R. at 

6. Both parties agreed to stipulate that the policy may be challenged under the Constitution. R. at 

6. The District Court ruled in favor of the Petitioner, and entered a preliminary injunction, 

preventing the policy from taking effect. R. at 6. Further, the District Court granted summary 

judgment for the Petitioner. R. at 6. On June 1, 2020, the District Court entered a permanent 

injunction, accepting the Petitioner’s argument that the policy was unconstitutional. R. at 6. The 

Respondent appealed the decision to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourteenth 

Circuit. R. at 6. 

The Court of Appeals for the Fourteenth Circuit rejected the Petitioner’s argument and 

reversed the decision of the District Court. R. at 6. In its ruling, the Appeals Court granted 

summary judgement in favor of Respondent on both constitutional questions. R. at 6.  
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
 

           IA. Since being transgender is not a protected class subject to strict scrutiny, the 

rational basis test is the appropriate standard in this case. Because the policy at issue serves a 

legitimate government purpose, and states should be granted deference in creation of policies 

affecting students, the Respondent passes the rational basis test. 

           IB. Even if intermediate scrutiny is applied, physiological differences between the 

sexes are exempt from the Equal Protection Clause, barring the Petitioner from making a claim. 

Further, the Petitioner is unable to make any showing that her exclusion from the women’s swim 

team hampers her ability to gain educational opportunities. Because of the nature of sports 

competition, separating teams and sports by sex is a justifiable distinction, not a dangerously 

broad generalization. The Petitioner is also unable to meet the “similarly situated” argument 

required under intermediate scrutiny.  

 IC. The policy of not specifically prohibiting biologically female individuals from 

competing in biologically male athletics is not discriminatory. There is no Equal Protection 

violation if women are granted greater protection than men in the world of competitive athletics. 

 ID. Because the advancement system in competitive athletics is based upon 

prestige and an individual’s performance against his or her fellow competitors, policies like the 

one in question safeguard biologically female athletes’ ability to excel in their particular sport.  

 IE. Even if gender identity constituted “sex” under Title VII, physical 

differentiations between the sexes remain justifiable, because differentiating preserves the rights 

of biologically female individuals—a class already protected under the Equal Protection Clause. 

 IIA. The policy at issue does not violate the right to privacy, and therefore is not 

classified as a fundamental right subject to strict scrutiny. The right to privacy includes that 
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individuals cannot be forced to disclose information regarding personal matters, especially 

without their consent. In the case at hand, transgender students are not being forced to disclose 

personal information to the general public or the organization. Instead, the students are given the 

choice to voluntarily compete in the athletic teams of their choosing. Thus, the correct standard 

of review is rational basis. 

 IIB. There is no constitutional right to education or participation in school-

sanctioned athletics, and thus those are not fundamental rights subject to strict scrutiny. Tradition 

in the United States holds that school administrators and boards make the most informed 

decisions on issues affecting their students. This Court should continue that tradition for 

decisions regarding athletics. Therefore, the policy in questions should be judged under the 

rational basis standard of review.  

 IIC. Finally, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 does not include 

protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation or sexual identity. Previous rulings 

have made the distinction between “biological sex” and “gender.” In fact, this distinction is 

apparent in the Title IX’s sanction of sex-specific teams and sports. Thus, transgender claims do 

not fall under the language and purpose of Title IX.  

For all these reasons, this Court should affirm the District Court’s ruling.  
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ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES 

I. The NGHSAA policy does not violate the Equal Protection rights of transgender 
athletes.  

 
For the purposes of this analysis, Respondent wishes to draw a distinction between “sex” 

and “gender.” Sex is biological, pertaining to genital and chromosomal considerations, while 

gender is based in an individual’s subjective sense of self and role in society. Sex and Gender: 

What is the difference?, Medical News Today (September 20, 2020). Put more simply, sex refers 

to the biology assigned to a fetus at conception, while gender is largely a matter of individual 

choice. The terms have historically been used interchangeably, but in recent years society has 

recognized the distinction. Id. The recent Supreme Court case Bostock v. Clayton Cty., Ga. 

adopts gender under the broader protected class of ‘sex’. 140 S.Ct. 1731, 1737 (2020). In so 

doing, it does not intend to obscure the difference in meaning between sex and gender but rather 

extend protections offered by sex classification to gender identification.  

Petitioner Taylor Powell asserts claims that her Fourteenth Amendment rights were 

violated when Respondent NGHSAA adopted the Fair Opportunity for Women Athletes policy 

that barred the Petitioner from competing on the women’s swimming team. As a transgender 

female, the Petitioner wishes to compete on the team of her gender identity rather than biological 

assignment. However, the law should recognize that the physiological differences between men 

and women justify their delineation by sex in athletic teams. “Regardless of how gender and 

gender identity are defined, the law recognizes certain distinctions between male and female on 

the basis of birth sex.” Johnston v. Univ. of Pitts. of the Commw. Sys. of Higher Ed. at 671.  

Introduction 

 “The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution . . . was enacted to afford citizens 

of the United States equal protection of the laws.” Kayla L. Acklin, Hurdling Gender Identity 
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Discrimination: The Implications of State Participation Policies on Transgender Youth Athletes 

Ability to Thrive, 37 B.C. J. L.& SOC. JUST. 107, 114 (2017). It pertains only to actions 

committed by state actors: “Under the Fourteenth Amendment, a discrimination claim must 

allege a violation of a right secured by the Constitution, and allege that a state actor—for 

instance, the U.S. government—committed the violation.” Id. (referencing Johnston v. Univ. of 

Pitts. of the Commw. Sys. of Higher Educ., 97 F. Supp. 3d 657 (2015). 

 For a Petitioner to have a cognizable claim of sex discrimination under the Equal Protection 

Clause (“EPC”), he or she must allege “(1) disparate treatment in relation to other similarly 

situated individuals, and (2) that the discriminatory treatment was based on sex. Johnston v. 

Univ. of Pitts. of the Commw. Sys. of Higher Educ., 97 F. Supp. 3d 657, 667 (2015). To then 

determine whether the state actor has violated the EPC, the Court “must first determine the 

correct standard of review.” Id. at 667 (citing Hunters United for Sunday Hunting v. Penn. Game 

Comm’n, No. 1:13–cv–01939, 2014 WL 2770228, at *4 (M.D.Pa. June 18, 2014)) (in turn citing 

Donatelli v. Mitchell, 2 F.3d 508, 513 (3d Cir. 1993)).  

A. Because the Equal Protection Clause does not recognize transgender as a suspect 
class, rational basis is the correct standard of review.  

 
As stated in the record, several courts do not consider transgender a protected class under 

the EPC. R. at 7–8. Accordingly, the correct standard of review is rational basis. This standard 

acknowledges that deference should be granted to the states in matters in which states have a 

“rational relationship between the disparity of treatment and some legitimate government 

purpose.” Heller v. Doe by Doe, 509 U.S. 312, 320 (referencing Nordlinger v. Hahn, 505 U.S. 1, 

11 (1992)).  

i. The Respondent can show a legitimate government purpose to meet the rational 
basis test. Further, deference should be granted to the state in accordance with 
federalism. 
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Our government has, since its inception, recognized the importance of preventing 

government overreach into state and local matters. The Tenth Amendment was ratified to 

constitutionally protect states’ control over their independent interests. With respect to the EPC 

in particular, this Court has commented that, “where individuals in the group affected by a law 

have distinguishing characteristics relevant to interests the State has the authority to implement, 

the courts have been very reluctant, as they should be, in our federal system and with respect for 

the separation of powers . . . In such cases, the Equal Protection Clause requires only a rational 

means to serve a legitimate end.” City of Cleburne. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 441–

42 (1985) (emphasis added) (referencing Mass. Bd. of Retirement v. Murgia, 427 U.S. 307, 317 

(1976)). Here, the distinguishing physiological characteristics of sex are relevant to State 

interests in that states have a substantial interest in providing interscholastic athletic 

opportunities for girls and “achieving the best competition possible.” Clark, by and through 

Clark v. Ariz. Interscholastic Ass’n, 695 F.2d 1126, 1130 (1982). While states may vary as to 

their policies governing transgender female athletic team placement, the District of North Greene 

should be granted its rightfully assigned jurisdiction over the issue of team delineation: “That 

other states have decided to attack the same problems more broadly, with gender-neutral statutes, 

does not mean that every State is constitutionally compelled to do so.” Michael M. v. Superior 

Ct. of Sonoma Cty., 450 U.S. 464, 482 (1981) (Stewart, J., concurring). 

Further, some inequality is permissible under rational basis review when the means 

rationally serve a state’s interest. Given that states are granted deference and each state is 

deemed best situated to determine its own needs, some inequality is permissible and perhaps 

even unavoidable under rational basis review. The court in McGowan v. Maryland explained, 

“State legislatures are presumed to have acted within their constitutional power despite the fact 
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that, in practice, their laws result in some inequality.” 366 U.S. 420, 425–26 (1961). In Heller v. 

Doe by Doe, the court said, “[C]ourts are compelled under rational-basis review to accept a 

legislature’s generalizations even when there is an imperfect fit between means and ends. A 

classification does not fail under rational-basis review because it ‘is not made with mathematical 

nicety or because in practice it results in some equality.’” 509 U.S. at 321 (citing Dandridge v. 

Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 485 (1970)). For our case, this means that every party affected by a 

policy need not be given one-hundred percent identical treatment under said policy.  

B. Even if intermediate scrutiny is applied, the Petitioner does not have a valid claim 
as physiological differences between the sexes are exempt from the Equal 
Protection Clause. 

 
The standard for intermediate scrutiny is stricter than rational basis, requiring that “the 

defender of the challenged action [] show ‘at least that the classification serves important 

governmental objectives and that the discriminatory means employed are substantially related to 

the achievement of those objectives.’” United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 523 (1996) 

(quoting Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 724 (1982)). Cases regarding gender 

are often measured against this standard. See, e.g., United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 

(1996); Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718 (1982); Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 

(1976). One instance in which courts have found a violation of rights pursuant to sex include a 

disparity of educational opportunities between the sexes. United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 

(1996).  Another instance is when one sex is preferred to another in estate administration. Reed v. 

Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971). Conversely, courts have upheld differentiation based on sex when the 

parties are not found to be similarly situated. Michael M. v. Superior Ct. of Sonoma Cty., 450 

U.S. 464 (1981). Another is when there is an attempt to provide equal opportunity for women 
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and atone for past governmental discrimination. Clark, by and through Clark v. Ariz. 

Interscholastic Ass’n, 695 F.2d 1126 (1982). 

 
i. The Petitioner cannot show that her exclusion from the women’s swimming team 

results in lesser educational opportunities. 
 

This Court has recognized that discrimination based on sex cannot withstand intermediate 

scrutiny when the policy results in one sex having lesser available educational opportunities 

compared to another. Petitioner has failed to show that exclusion from the women’s swimming 

team constitutes a lesser educational experience than participation on the men’s swim team. 

In United States v. Virginia, this Court ruled that the Virginia Military Institute’s (VMI) 

policy of admitting only males to its elite, military-style training academy violated women’s 

rights to equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment. 518 U.S. 515 (1996). Its finding was 

based on a disparity argument—that no equivalent training academy existed providing women 

with the same world-class educational opportunities afforded to VMI’s male students. Id. VMI 

proposed a women’s-only program called the “Virginia Women’s Institute for Leadership” 

(“VWIL”), but it differed from VMI in numerous material ways: admission standards were lower 

than at VMI, the faculty held “significantly fewer Ph.D.’s than the faculty at VMI,” offered only 

liberal arts degrees (interested engineering students would have to spend two years attending an 

expensive private program in St. Louis, Missouri), and lacked the adversarial method of 

instruction that made VMI attractive to applicants in the first place. Id. at 526–27. Virginia 

“deliberately did not make VWIL a military institute,” so students would have been deprived of 

such VMI conventions as living and eating together, wearing uniforms during the school day, 

and “spartan living arrangements.” Id. at 548. The opinion does provide redress for the disparity: 

“It would be a sufficient remedy . . . if the two institutions offered the same quality of education 

and were of the same overall caliber.” Id. at 565. Given that the Commonwealth of Virginia did 
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not adequately address the disparities between VMI and VWIL, this Court held that VMI’s male-

only admission policy deprived women of equal protection under the law. Id. at 534.  

In our case, the disparity argument advanced by this Court in Virginia does not apply. 

Petitioner is not being prevented from competing on a swimming team at North Greene High 

School; nothing in the record states Petitioner may not participate on the biologically male team. 

Nor does the record state that the men’s team members have fewer opportunities to compete, an 

inferior training experience, or a lesser amount of funding dedicated to their team than to the 

women’s team. In fact, historically men’s sports teams typically enjoy an even greater allocation 

of funding than women’s teams. If the men’s team were fundamentally different from the 

women’s team, the Petitioner may have a claim under Virginia’s rationale, but that is not the case 

with our given facts.  

The Petitioner may attempt to advance an argument that participating in activities that 

contravene Petitioners’ gender identity is less beneficial than participating on a team congruent 

with Petitioner’s gender identity. While Respondent appreciates and sympathizes with that 

perspective, the high school level is premature for determining that male-bodied swimmers 

competing against female-bodied swimmers could be feasible. “At the high school level, the 

average male is objectively more physically capable than the average female. Open competition 

would, in all probability, relegate the majority of females to second class positions as 

benchwarmers or spectators.” Gomes v. R.I. Interscholastic League, 469 F. Supp. 564, 662 

(D.R.I. 1979). This is not to say that transgender female swimmers should be exempted from 

competing altogether; rather, transgender females should remain on the men’s team until 

undergoing a certain extent of transitionary therapies, whether that be in high school or later. The 

Record shows that Petitioner has begun the transition process but provides no further details. R. 
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at 21. NCAA guidelines, which frequently inform public schools’ policies, indicate that 

transgender student-athletes are required to “undergo hormonal treatment for a period [of 12 

months] before they are allowed to compete on the gendered team of their choice.” Kayla L. 

Acklin, Hurdling Gender Identity Discrimination: The Implications of State Participation 

Policies on Transgender Youth Athletes Ability to Thrive, 37 B.C. J. L.& SOC. JUST. 107, 114 

(2017) (citing NCAA Office of Inclusion, NCAA Inclusion of Transgender Student Athletes 13 

(2011)). Based on the NCAA rules, had Petitioner been on the record as having undergone 

hormonal treatments for a longer period prior to trying out for the women’s swim team, she may 

have a better case for joining and competing without issue.  

The problem with a requirement to show hormonal treatment, and one that should be rejected 

by this Court, is that it unfairly places an extreme burden on the student athlete, requiring 

physical evidence of transition, medical records, and other deeply personal admissions. This is 

particularly problematic here, as high schoolers are still undergoing puberty, brain development, 

and other major life changes. Pressure to transition as a prerequisite to compete on an athletic 

team may force some students into undergoing physical transitionary measures that the student 

would have otherwise postponed or felt were unnecessary to their gender identity.  

ii. Sex necessitates differences in interscholastic sports team designation, thus the 
separation of sports teams by sex is a justifiable distinction.  

 
Despite ultimately finding that VMI should be a co-ed school, this Court did not absolve the 

school from recognizing some differences between its students based on their differing genders. 

It said, “Physical differences between men and women . . . are enduring: “[T]he two sexes are 

not fungible; a community made up exclusively of one [sex] is different from a community 

composed of both.” Virginia, 518 U.S. at 534. This Court acknowledged a need to adapt VMI’s 

program for “accommodations, primarily in arranging housing assignments and physical training 
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programs for female cadets.” Id. at 540. In so saying, the Court acknowledged that men and 

women have different physical bodies, which means they have inherently different needs.  

A fundamental premise of competitive sports is that competition should be fair. The need 

to level out the playing field and, to the extent possible, control for outliers is apparent in 

numerous sports; doing so ensures fair competition and that victories are reflective of effort and 

skill rather than discordant physical advantages. In combat sports and martial arts, competitors 

are categorized into various weight classes. In youth sports, competitors are subdivided into 

teams based upon age. These categorizations recognize that physical variance should be taken 

into consideration when delineating teams.  

One of the most enduring and effective ways to preserve competitive fairness is to 

separate sports teams by biological sex. The reasoning is that men and women possess 

physiological differences that often create different athletic skills and abilities. Physically, “men 

are taller than women, stronger than women by reason of a greater muscle mass; have larger 

hearts than women and a deeper breathing capacity, enabling them to utilize oxygen more 

efficiently than women, [and they] run faster.” Brenden v. Indep. Sch. Dist. 742, 477 F.2d 1292 

n.7 (1973). These physiological differences may preclude many, if not most, women from posing 

a meaningful competitive threat to the great majority of males.  

Sorting of teams by sex occurs at all levels of athletics in both team and individual sports: 

even at the most junior level, little league boys play baseball while girls play softball. Within 

individual sports, competitors of different sexes may use different iterations of the same 

equipment; women dribble smaller basketballs than men, for example. Some sports take more 

drastic measures to account for physiology. Gymnastics utilizes entirely different equipment and 

apparatuses for men and women that harness each respective sex’s physical advantages. And in 
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sports like swimming, in which athletes use their bodies rather than equipment to compete, 

athletes rely on having concordant physiologies to ensure fairness of competition. This is not to 

say that there should not be athletes with extraordinary physical gifts for their sports; for 

example, Michael Phelps has an extra-wide wingspan, long torso, and shorter legs that may help 

to propel him through the water, and no one begrudges his advantage as unfair to his fellow male 

competitors. Peter H. MacArthur, MD, Born to Swim: Does Michael Phelps’s Body Give Him a 

Competitive Advantage?, Inova Newsroom (August 17, 2016). 

High school programs such as the swimming program offered by the Respondent 

recognize the inherent physiological differences between the sexes and classify their teams 

accordingly. “The classification of public high school athletic teams upon the basis of gender in 

sports . . . is itself based on the innate physical differences between the sexes.” Petrie v. Ill. High 

Sch. Ass’n, 75 Ill.App.3d 980, 989 (1979). (Note that “sex” and “gender” were used 

interchangeably in the Petrie opinion.) 

iii. Recognizing the distinctions between the sexes does not constitute dangerous 
generalization. 

 
Petitioner may assert that an emphasis on physiological differences between the sexes relies 

on dangerous generalizations about the physical capabilities of women compared to men. This 

Court has recognized that it “must not rely on overbroad generalizations about the different 

talents, capacities, or preferences of males and females.” United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 

533 (1996). This concern is unfounded in our case.  

First, some female athletes may be capable of defeating male athletes due to skill or 

physiological advantages. Moreover, there is variance within the sexes—some transgender 

female athletes may have a slight frame, suggestive of the skeletal structure of a biological 

female, while some biologically female athletes may have a more compact, muscular frame 
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suggestive of the male physique. However, there is no test within most sports to control for the 

inherent physical advantages and disadvantages that athletes of the same sex have over each 

other. One court summed up this issue: “[S]exual classifications could be avoided by classifying 

directly on the basis of physical differences such as height or weight, but . . . such classifications 

would be ‘too difficult to devise.’” Clark, by and through Clark v. Ariz. Interscholastic Ass’n, 

695 F.2d 1126, 1130 (citing Petrie v. Ill. High Sch. Athletic Ass’n, 75 Ill.App.3d, 980, 988 

(1979)). Ultimately, the Clark court held that “sex was ‘the only feasible classification to 

promote the legitimate and substantial state interest of providing for interscholastic opportunities 

for girls.’” Id. at 1130 (citing Petrie, 75 Ill.App.3d at 989). Therefore, classification by sex 

mitigates, to the extent possible, the unevenness of team members’ individual circumstances 

while allowing competitors to fairly develop and maintain born physical advantages. 

Individual sports go unchallenged in creating accommodations for differences between 

women and men. These accommodations rely on the same generalizations the Petitioner seeks to 

prohibit. Applying the logic behind the Petitioner’s demand, male and female athletic equipment 

would have to be universalized: Female gymnasts would compete on the rings—an apparatus 

designed to challenge men’s upper body strength. Conversely, men would compete on the 

balance beam, designed to test women’s highly attuned balance skills. And yet this does not 

happen; each sport continues to make accepted adjustments for the physiological differences 

between the sexes to account that “[e]qually fit men and women would perform differently in the 

same events.” Bauer v. Lynch, 812 F.3d 340, 343 (2016).  Thus, the Petitioner’s assertion that a 

male body should be treated identically to female bodies in a competitive swimming context is 

unsustainable. Further, refusing to account for physical differences in sports will cause harm to 

the understanding of equal protection: “To fail to acknowledge even our most basic biological 
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differences . . . risks making the guarantee of equal protection superficial, and so disserving it.” 

Tuan Anh Nguyen v. I.N.S., 533 U.S. 53, 73 (2001). 

iv. Petitioner fails the “similarly situated” argument” required for intermediate 
scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause.  

 
For a claim of sex discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause, “a plaintiff must 

allege: (1) disparate treatment in relation to other similarly situated individuals, and (2) that the 

discriminatory treatment was based on sex.” Johnston v. Univ. of Pitts. of the Commw. Sys. of 

Higher Educ., 97 F. Supp. 3d 657, 667 (2015). In order for the differentiation to be 

constitutional, it must be “substantially related to a sufficiently important governmental interest.” 

City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 441 (1985) (citing Miss. Univ. for 

Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718 (1982)). “The EPC does not require ‘things which are different 

in fact . . . to be treated in law as though they were the same. This is especially true where a law 

was enacted to protect women and girls from harms that they suffer uniquely or 

disproportionately.” Ray Hacke, Girls Will Be Boys, and Boys Will Be Girls: The Emergence of 

the Transgender Athlete and a Defensive Game Plan for High Schools That Want to Keep Their 

Playing Fields Level – for Athletes of Both Genders, 25 SPORTS LAW. J. 57 (2018) (quoting 

Michael M. v. Superior Ct. of Sonoma Cty., 450 U.S. at 469–70). This means that courts have 

leeway when making determinations about the constitutionality of claims brought under the 

EPC; there are certain exceptions that permit discrimination, particularly when one sex stands to 

suffer in greater proportion to the other. Due to women’s historical disenfranchisement, courts 

are more apt to sympathize on issues that adversely affect women’s interests. Virginia, 518 U.S. 

at 534. 

At issue in Michael M. v. Superior Ct. of Sonoma Cty. was a statute making only men 

criminally liable for sexual intercourse where the female is under 18 years of age. 450 U.S. 464, 
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466 (1981). Plaintiff, a male accused of engaging in underage sexual intercourse, alleged that the 

statute discriminated against men in violation of the EPC. Id. at 466–67. The appellate court 

applied a strict scrutiny test and found that the discrimination was permissible due to a 

compelling state interest in preventing teenage pregnancies and abortions, plus mitigating the 

medical risks associated with teenage pregnancy and the “social consequences of teenage 

childbearing.” Id. at 467. This Court shifted away from strict scrutiny to intermediate scrutiny. It 

reasoned that “the Equal Protection Clause does not ‘demand that a statute necessarily apply [sic] 

equally to all persons’ or require ‘things which are different in fact . . . to be treated in law as 

though they were the same.’” Id. at 469 (citing Rinaldi v. Yeager, 348 U.S. 305, 309 (1966), in 

turn quoting Tigner v. Texas, 310 U.S. 141, 147 (1940)). Further “this Court has consistently 

upheld statutes where the gender classification is not invidious, but rather realistically reflects 

that the sexes are not similarly situated in certain circumstances.” Id. This Court ultimately held 

that the statute passed intermediate scrutiny because it was “sufficiently related to the state’s 

objectives to pass constitutional muster.” Id. at 472–73. It used the same reasoning provided by 

the appellate court, that states have an interest in preventing teenage pregnancies. Id. at 471. It 

explained that “virtually all of the significant harmful and inescapably identifiable consequences 

of teenage pregnancy fall on the young female.” Id. at 473. 

While Michael M. and the facts of our case differ in subject matter, they share important 

similarities with respect to the application of the law to different sexes. Under intermediate 

scrutiny, as with rational basis, a statute need not apply equally to all persons. Moreover, gender 

classification is not considered “invidious” when it simply acknowledges that sexes are not 

similarly situated in certain circumstances. “Persons are similarly situated under the Equal 

Protection Clause when they are alike in all relevant aspects.” Univ. of Pitts. of the Commw. Sys. 
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of Higher Educ. at 667 (quoting Startzell v. City of Philadelphia, 553 F.3d 183, 203 (3d Cir. 

2008)).  

Here, Petitioner fails the “similarly situated” requirement for gender discrimination under 

the Equal Protection Clause. Although two individuals may both identify as female in gender or 

have participated in competitive swimming since childhood, a transgender female individual’s 

physiology places her in an entirely different situation with respect to competitive edge, which is 

a highly relevant aspect of this case. The interscholastic athletic competition of both males and 

females is squarely a matter of compelling governmental interest. The Petrie court summed up 

this point: “Both because of past disparity of opportunity and because of innate differences, boys 

and girls are not similarly situated as they enter into most athletic endeavors.” Petrie v. Ill. High 

Sch. Ass’n, 75 Ill.App.3d 980 (1979) (emphasis added).  

While in Michael M., it is women who bear the brunt of harmful consequences of teenage 

pregnancy, so too in our case of competitive swimming is it women who bear the brunt of 

harmful consequences of competing against women with male physiology. It is they are who apt 

to suffer diminished competitive fairness and the accompanying loss of educational 

opportunities, scholarships, and access to professional swimming careers. Given the fundamental 

disparity between female and transgender females’ physiological characteristics, the Petitioner 

fails the required “similarly situated” element of the gender discrimination test under 

intermediate scrutiny and her claim of Equal Protection violation is thus nulled. 

C. In the context of participation in interscholastic sports teams, there is no Equal 
Protection violation if women are granted greater protection than men. 

 
The Petitioner may assert that the fact that Respondent issues no restrictions on females 

wishing to compete on male teams amounts to discrimination. On this, the law is clear: 

“[S]everal courts have ruled that due to [] physiological differences, the EPC does not require 
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that schools let boys compete on girls’ sports teams even though (1) the boy’s schools do not 

offer comparable teams, and (2) girls have been allowed to compete on boys’ teams.” Ray 

Hacke, Girls Will Be Boys, and Boys Will Be Girls: The Emergence of the Transgender Athlete 

and a Defensive Game Plan for High Schools That Want to Keep Their Playing Fields Level – 

for Athletes of Both Genders, 25 SPORTS LAW. J. 57 (2018) at 68 (referencing Clark v. Ariz. 

Interscholastic Ass’n, 695 F.2d 1126, 1131 (9th Cir. 1982); Petrie v. Ill. High Sch. Athletic 

Ass’n, 394 N.E.2d 855, 862 (Ill. App. Ct. 1979)). This is because a woman competing against a 

man poses a lesser threat to fairness in competition than a man competing against a woman.  

In a Ninth Circuit case, two male high schoolers brought suit claiming that a policy 

precluding boys from participating on girls’ volleyball teams in Arizona high schools violated 

their EPC rights. Clark, by and through Clark v. Ariz. Interscholastic Ass’n, 695 F.2d 1126–28 

(1982). The policy was meant to “compensate for the girls[’] historical lack of opportunity in 

interscholastic athletics” and acknowledged that, “to allow boys to play on girls[’] teams in non-

contact sports would displace girls from those teams and further limit their opportunities for 

interscholastic athletics.” Id. at 1127. The court applied the intermediate scrutiny test requiring 

that “classification by gender must serve important governmental objectives and must be 

substantially related to achievement of those objectives.” Id. at 1129 (citing Craig v. Boren, 429 

U.S. 190, 197 (1976)).  

In this case, The Petitioner has not been deprived of opportunities to compete. She has 

had access to swimming training and competition since childhood, and only encountered a 

barrier to further competition when trying to switch to the women’s swimming team upon 

assumption of her transgender identity.  

D. Because of the advancement system in competitive sports, transgender female 
athletes could come to dominate women’s athletics. 
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The dissent asserts a paltry argument in suggesting that because transgender individuals 

comprise only 0.6% of the population, there is hardly a threat that female athletics will be 

“overrun” by transgender women. R. at 14. That could prove true, at least at the highest levels of 

national and international competition, based upon how the competitive field is narrowed as 

competitions increase in prestige. Petrie acknowledges that, “[e]ach position occupied by a male 

reduces the female participation and increases the overall disparity of athletic opportunity which 

generally exists.” Ill.App.3d at 991. In upholding the trial court’s decision, the court explained, 

“The trial court reasoned that the prohibitions against boys were classifications based on sex but 

were justified because they preserved, fostered and increased athletic competition for girls and 

prevented unfair competitions that would arise from male dominance of the game.” Id. at 981.  

 While in our case the dispute is limited to the constitutionality of the Fair Opportunity for 

Women Athletes policy, this issue scaled to the broader sports community could have large-scale 

ramifications forewarned by the Petrie court. If individuals with outstanding athletic ability in a 

sport are precluded from hard-earned opportunities due to the sudden allowance of biologically 

male bodies to compete against biologically female bodies, measures affording women equal 

opportunity in sports are at risk of being lost. The result will be fewer athletes who were born 

female having a chance to earn the highest honors in their respective sports. This is because 

public high school athletics programs such as those offered by Respondent serve as “feeder” 

programs for competitive college programs that then train professional athletes who join the 

most prestigious national and international sporting leagues, such as USA Swimming and, 

ultimately, the Olympic Games. Public schools enacting policies that irrevocably alter the talent 

pools from which the NCAA and other private athletics organizations recruit could, over time, 

change the face of women’s sports entirely. In a hypothetical example, if the top 11 of 15 
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college-level female swimming recruits nationwide are transgender women, the athletes who 

then qualify for the Olympics will be disproportionately transgender. While the appellate court’s 

dissent scoffs at the possibility of transgender female athletes predominating in women’s 

athletics, it may actually come to pass.  

 The consequences are problematic not only in terms of equal protection but are also 

possibly violative of the Tenth Amendment and even the Commerce Clause. See, e.g., Heart of 

Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. U.S., 379 U.S. 241 (1964). If female athletes are prevented from the 

professional opportunities afforded to top performers, then private national sports leagues such 

as the NBA, NFL, and USA Swimming will be affected by the policies enacted by public state 

actors—publicly-funded schools such as NGHS. This constitutes government overreach into 

private industry. While transgender individuals comprise a meager proportion of the population, 

transgender females may come to comprise far greater than 0.6% of professional female athletes. 

E. Even if gender identity constituted “sex” under Title VII, physical differentiation 
between the sexes remain justifiable.  

 
A recent landmark case in this Court, Bostock v. Clayton Cty., Ga., reinterpreted the 

protected class of “sex” under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to encompass not only 

biological sex, but also gender identity and sexual orientation. 140 S.Ct. 1731, 1737 (2020). This 

adjustment will no doubt present a sea change to legal interpretation across other statutes 

regarding protected classes, such as Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 

Amendment. Bostock represents an important civil rights victory for transgender individuals, and 

denial of such protection has been seen as a glaring omission of protection for the LGBTQA 

community.   

However, it is important to distinguish between Title VII and the Equal Protection 

Clause. Title VII is a “broad remedial measure, designed ‘to assure equality of employment 
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opportunities.’” McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 800 (1973). It protects 

members of certain protected classes, which are race, color, religion, sex, national origin, and 

now, sexual orientation and gender identification. Discrimination in the workplace differs 

fundamentally from discrimination in a public athletic team context in a manner that is critical to 

our case: In the workplace, the granting of protection to transgender individuals does not directly 

impinge upon the rights of any other protected class. There is no equivalent negative ramification 

under Title VII to the Equal Protection Clause issue here. If, for example, a law’s scope was 

expanded to grant additional protection to citizens of a certain national origin and resulted in 

followers of a certain religion being deprived of those same rights, the law would not come to 

pass. And yet, that is precisely the risk here; one protected class’s gain presents another protected 

class’s loss. Therefore, this Court must default on preserving the rights of the protected class that 

the Equal Protection Clause currently does protect—biological women.  

On its personal fitness test (“PFT”), the FBI uses standards adjusted for sex in its Special 

Agent training in an effort to “normalize testing standards between men and women in order to 

account for their physiological differences.” Bauer v. Lynch, 812 F.3d 340, 343 (2016). (For 

example, men are required to do 30 push-ups in a given time period while women are required to 

do 14.) The FBI reasoned that, due to these differences, “equally fit men and women would 

perform differently in the same events.” Id. A subsequent study conducted on the efficacy of the 

test proved that “men and women of equal fitness levels were equally likely to pass the PFT” 

thanks to its normalized standards. Id. A male Special Agent candidate failed the PFT five times. 

Id. at 345. He ultimately resigned from Special Agent training and accepted a job as an 

Intelligence Analyst. Id. at 345. The candidate later sued the FBI, alleging that the higher 

physical fitness standards the PFT imposed on men permitted sex discrimination by employers, 
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amounting to a violation of Title VII. Id. The court ruled in favor of the FBI, reasoning that 

“[m]en and women simply are not physiologically the same for the purpose of physical fitness 

programs” and that “equally fit men and women demonstrate their fitness differently.” Id. at 350, 

351. It thus held that the FBI had not violated the candidate’s Title VII protection. Id. at 351. 

Because Bostock may stand to influence Title IX and the EPC, it is important to recognize 

that physiological differences remain a viable exception. As the FBI recognized in Bauer that 

“equally fit men and women would perform differently in the same events,” Respondent does, as 

well. In so recognizing that men and women are physiologically different, it stands to reason that 

these physiological differences make it so that Petitioner and her biologically female 

counterparts are poised to perform differently despite a presumption that they share comparable 

levels of overall physical fitness. For that reason, a biological female is at an inherent 

disadvantage in a competitive context against a transgender female. Just as the court in Bauer 

found that the adjusted standards for PFT passage were legally permissible under Title VII, this 

Court should find that competitive disadvantage justifies delineating between sexes with respect 

to athletic competition teams.   

While Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act is not the Equal Protection Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment, it is conceivable that courts will soon see fit to ascribe the now-

protected status of transgender individuals under Title VII to the Equal Protection Clause, and it 

will be important for courts to remember the exception set forth in Bauer at that time.  

All of this is not to say that transgender female athletes should not be permitted to 

participate in competitive sports, and that Petitioner should be excluded from swimming 

competitively at North Greene High School. There should simply be measures preventing 

transgender females from competing against biologically female athletes because it will create an 
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unfair disadvantage for biological females. There is more at stake than unfair competition; 

athletic recruitment pipelines may be irrevocably altered, the distinctions drawn along lines of 

sex across all sports will be called into question, and individual high-performing biologically 

female athletes will be prevented from ever realizing their full potential. Expansion of rights 

under the law is a valuable enterprise, but the promulgation of the rights of a minority group 

should not be at the expense of those same rights of another group, and for that reason, this Court 

should uphold the appellate court’s ruling in favor of Respondent.    

II. The NGHSAA policy does not violate the Due Process rights of transgender 
athletes.  

 
The second claim made by the Petitioner is based on the idea that the Fair Opportunity 

for Women Athletes policy is a violation of the due process rights provided by the Fourteenth 

Amendment. The Due Process Clause declares that no state shall “deprive any person of life, 

liberty, or property, without due process of law.” U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1. To determine 

whether a policy violates the Due Process clause, this Court must first determine whether the 

right is classified as a fundamental right. If classified as a fundamental right then the claim is 

subject to strict scrutiny, requiring a compelling state interest, while non-fundamental rights are 

subject rational basis review, requiring a regulation to be only reasonably related to a legitimate 

state interest. See Leebaert v. Harrington, 332 F.3d 134, 140 (2d Cir. 2003); Immediato v. Rye 

Neck Sch. Dist., 73 F.3d 454, 461 (2d Cir. 1996). 

The full scope of the Due Process Clause “cannot be found in or limited by the precise 

terms of the specific guarantees elsewhere provided in the Constitution.” Planned Parenthood of 

Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992). Therefore, there are two ways for a 

right to be classified as fundamental: It can (1) be deeply rooted in the nation’s history or 

tradition or (2) explicit in the concept of ordered liberty when it is not explicitly stated in the 
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language of the Constitution. See Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702 (1997); Michael v. 

Gerald D., 491 U.S. 110, 122 (1989). If deeply rooted in the nation’s history or tradition, then 

the right will be well established throughout the history of our nation. However, a right can also 

be explicit in the concept of ordered liberty, which is founded on that idea that neither liberty nor 

justice would exist if certain rights were sacrificed. Id. Each of these areas requires analysis by 

this Court regarding the specific rights in question.  

The courts have previously ruled that “[o]nly after a fundamental right is identified 

should the court proceed to the next step of the analysis - the balancing of the government’s 

interest in disseminating the information against the individual’s interest in keeping the 

information private.” Lambert v. Hartman, 517 F.3d 433, 440 (6th Cir. 2008) (emphasis added). 

The balancing test of the government interest against the right of the individual will be analyzed 

differently depending on the classification of the right in question. If it is not classified as a 

fundamental right, then the bar is relatively low to show that there is a legitimate state interest in 

the policy as discussed with the Equal Protection Clause. 

Therefore, this Court should review Taylor’s claims to the right to privacy and the right 

to education to determine if either classify as a fundamental right. After this decision has been 

made, the interest of the NGHSAA can then be weighed under the proper standard.  

A. The right to privacy may constitute a constitutional right for purposes of shared 
bathrooms and locker rooms, but it does not include the right to compete on a 
specific athletic team.  

 
Historically the courts have ruled that there are “[t]wo types of interests have been 

identified as protected ‘by the right to privacy that is rooted in [] substantive due process’ – the 

interest in ‘independence in making certain kinds of important decisions,’ and the ‘interest in 

avoiding disclosure of personal matters.’” Love v. Johnson, 146 F. Supp. 3d 843, 853 (2015) 
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(quoting Lambert v. Hartman, 517 F.3d 433, 440 (6th Cir. 2008)). Even if the right does fall 

under the right to privacy “[t]he constitutional right to privacy is not absolute. It must be 

weighed against important competing governmental interests.” See, e.g., Doe by and through 

Doe v. Boyertown Area School District, 897 F.3d 518, 528 (3rd Cir. 2018). 

The issue in this case, if it is a right to privacy, would fall under the “interest in avoiding 

disclosure of personal matters.” Love, 146 F. Supp. 3d at 853. Under this right, individuals 

cannot be required to disclose information regarding personal matters, especially without their 

consent. The touchstone of constitutional privacy protection is whether the information at issue is 

“within an individual’s reasonable expectations of confidentiality.” Malleus v. George, 641 F.3d 

560, 564 (2011). These levels of information can be separated into three general categories 

reflecting sexual, medical, and some financial information. Id. at 565. When discussing gender 

identity, this right could take the form of ensuring that individuals can identify themselves as 

their chosen gender on forms without being forced to disclose biological information. However, 

as in this case, transgender students are not being forced to disclose personal information to the 

general public or the organization. Instead, the students are given the choice to voluntarily 

compete on the athletic teams of their choosing, bringing rise to the discussion at hand.  

Furthermore, “[t]he Constitution promises liberty to all within its reach, a liberty that 

includes certain specific rights that allow persons, within a lawful realm, to define and express 

their identity.” Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644, 651–52 (2015). In this case, the court ruled 

that states were required to recognize the marriage of homosexual couples under the Fourteenth 

Amendment. The ability to get married is an expression of identity and an ability to define 

themselves in relation to another individual. This Court in Obergefell laid the foundation for 

homosexual couples to have the same rights recognized by the state as heterosexual couples. Id. 
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However, marriage is distinct from competing on a voluntary interscholastic athletic program as 

it forms more of a lasting identity on the individual.  

One common area of discussion in relation to the right to privacy is the ability to use the 

restrooms and locker rooms of the gender with which the student identifies. Previously, in regard 

to cisgender students, “the court concluded that plaintiffs ‘have no constitutional right not to 

share restrooms and locker rooms with transgender students whose sex assigned at birth is 

different from theirs.”’ Parents for Privacy v. Dallas School District No. 2, 326 F. Supp. 3d 

1075, 1096 (2018) (quoting Doe, F. Supp. 3d at 387). There is a distinction between using 

restrooms and locker rooms and competing in an athletic program. For bathrooms, the courts 

have ruled that transgender individuals do have the right to privacy to change and use the 

restroom in a safe and protected environment. As in Doe, the court ruled that a reasonable person 

would not be offended by the presence of a transgender student in a bathroom, especially 

because there are individual stalls and rooms to change. Doe, F. Supp. 3d at 379. 

This Court should distinguish between the right to privacy in the context of previous 

rulings on bathrooms and locker rooms and the rights requested by the Petitioner to compete on 

the school’s competitive women’s swimming team. The right to privacy in the appropriate 

bathroom is essential since it protects transgender students from having to disclose personal 

information in a bathroom of their biological sex. It is also a reasonably expected right to have 

privacy when using the restroom in a public environment, such as a school, without having to 

expose oneself in a personal way.  

Using a public restroom is distinct from competing on an athletics team. First, when 

competing on a team it is entirely voluntary to compete in extracurricular activities. Unlike 

bathrooms, which are a necessity, transgender students are not forced into disclosing personal 
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information to any athletic program. Since the Petitioner does not offer evidence as to why 

personal information is being forcefully disclosed by the rule, the claim does not fall under the 

right to privacy and is therefore not a fundamental right in the context of the issue at hand. 

Therefore, this claim should be analyzed under rational basis review and, as previously 

discussed, the NGHSAA has demonstrated a legitimate interest in the policy.   

B. There is no constitutional right to education, or participation in school sanctioned 
athletics, and thus not a fundamental right subject to strict scrutiny. 

 
While education is a critical aspect of life in the United States, “pursuit of an education is 

not a fundamental right or liberty for purposes of substantive due process.” Tobin v. Univ. of 

Maine Sys., 59 F. Supp .2d 87, 90 (D.Me.1999). This includes that “there is no fundamental right 

to participate in intercollegiate athletics, a component of public education.” Bowers v. Nat’l 

Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, 473 F.3d 524, 553 (3rd Cir. 2007). The court in Bowers made it clear 

that the right to participate in athletics, as in the case of the Petitioner, is not a fundamental right, 

regardless of the gender identity of the student. Id.  

To the contrary, “our Nation’s deeply rooted history and tradition of protecting school 

administrators’ discretion require that this Court not unduly constrain schools from fulfilling 

their role.” Parents for Privacy v. Dallas School District No. 2, 326 F. Supp. 3d 1075, 1093 

(2018). Due to the tradition in the United States of allowing school administrators to make the 

best decision on a wide variety of issues for their students, this Court should also allow the 

schools to make the best decision regarding athletics since there is not a fundamental right to 

compete on a specific team.  

Therefore, this Court should hold that the right to education is not a fundamental right, 

which means the Petitioner’s claim is subject only to rational basis review. As previously 

explained, the NGHSAA policy has advanced a reasonable state interest, fulfilling this standard. 
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Even if there were a fundamental right to participate in athletics, this right would not be 

infringed upon by the policy, because transgender students still have the opportunity to compete 

on athletic teams. There is nothing in the policy that bars transgender students from competing 

on the team of their biological identity, which allows the students to continue to garner the 

benefits from competing on a team at their school.  

C. Transgender rights do not fall under the protection of Title IX discrimination.  
 

One potential area of transgender rights comes from Title IX of the Education 

Amendments of 1972, which provides that “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the basis of 

sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 

discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.” 

20 U.S.C § 1681(a) (emphasis added). While Title IX does not prohibit discrimination on the 

basis on transgender identification itself, no federal court has considered this issue under a Title 

IX statute. Johnston v. University of Pittsburgh of Com. System of Higher Ed., 97 F. Supp. 3d 

657, 675 (2015). The courts have, however, found that transgender individuals are not a 

protected class under Title VII because “discrimination on the basis of sex means discrimination 

on the basis of the [] biological sex, not sexual orientation or sexual identity.” Id. at 675–76 

(quoting Sweet v. Mulberry Lutheran Home, No. IP02-0320-C-H/K, 2003 WL 21525059, at *2 

(S.D.Ind. June 17, 2003)). 

Title IX reflects a binary conception of sex, under which athletic programs are allowed to 

operate sex-specific teams.  These regulations state that an entity “may operate or sponsor 

separate teams for members of each sex where selection for such teams is based on competitive 

skill.” 34 C.F.R. § 106.41(b). The distinction was created so that it was “unlawful to discriminate 

against women because they are women.” Ulane v. Eastern Airlines, Inc., 742 F.2d 1081, 1087 
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(7th Circ. 1984). The necessity to have state regulations allowing separate teams based on sex 

was important “[b]ecause of innate physiological differences, boys and girls are not similarly 

situated as they enter athletic competition.” Kleczek v. Rhode Island Interscholastic League, Inc., 

612 A.2d 734, 738 (R.I. 1992).   

This Court should rely on previous rulings to deny the Petitioner any claim under Title IX 

claiming discrimination based on sex. The distinction has been made between “gender” and 

“sex” several times, which has previously led the courts to hold that transgender claims do not 

fall under the language of Title IX. 

CONCLUSION 

This Court should affirm the decision of the Court of Appeals for the Fourteenth Circuit 

granting summary judgement in favor of the Respondent on both constitutional questions.  
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